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Your Yellow Brick Road Map  
to the Book Production Process

I’m excited you’ve decided to publish your first book. You are embark-
ing on a great endeavor; and I congratulate you on your decision to 
become a published author. This document will lead you down the 
yellow brick road to transforming your manuscript into a polished, 
professional book. 

In choosing to self-publish you are the general contractor of your book 
production and marketing team. This comes with a lot of responsi-
bilities, Like you, I’ve published my own book, so I’ve walked in your 
shoes. I’ve prepared this document to help self-publishers become 
familiar with the design and production process and time lines. You’ll 
also find a checklist of action items and helpful resources with links  
to websites.

Job Flow and Time Frames
As the publisher of your book, you should be aware of the chrono-
logical order of the book production process and the time required for 
each process to take place. The table on the next page shows average 
time frames for all the processes a typical manuscript may go through 
in its transformation into a printed book. This includes time allowed 
for customer reviews. Some processes can take place during the same 
time. For example, a designer can be working on your interior comps 
while you’re reviewing the cover comps. 

I recommend you ask your designer to prepare a customized schedule 
of your book’s time line, detailing the exact dates when each process 
is due. Remember all time lines are contingent on prompt response 
from you during review and proof cycles. 
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Process (Start to Finish) Estimated  Time Frame
Editing 3–6 weeks
Proofread the Manuscript 1–2 weeks
Design Front Cover 2–3 weeks
Design Interior Format 1–2 weeks
Layout Interior of Book 2–4 weeks
Indexing 1–2 weeks
Proofread the Cover and Interior Layout 1–2 weeks
Printer Proof is Generated 1–2 weeks
Conventional Printing
 Soft Cover Book 4–5 weeks
 Hard Cover Book 4–7 weeks
Print on Demand (POD) 
 Soft Cover Book 1–2 weeks
 Hard Cover Book 1–2 weeks

The Cover Design Process
A reputable book designer will request a 50% deposit before they be-
gin the project. There are cover design specialists, interior design spe-
cialists, and designers who create book covers and interiors. You should 
review portfolios and interview several designers before selecting one 
who meets your criteria and style. Request a written estimate itemizing 
the costs for cover and interior design. Ask about other expenses such 
as stock library images, scanning, custom photography or illustration.

You and your designer will have a meeting to discuss cover ideas you 
and he/she may have, and solutions that may involve typography, 
stock images, custom photos, or illustrations. A good designer would 
like to know your preferences before beginning the creative process. 

Your designer will create several front cover ideas (comps) and perhaps 
several variations on one of the themes. The designer will email color 
PDF proofs to you and your editor. You’ll select one of the comps and 
give your feedback. The designer will make adjustments to the cover 
design until it meets your approval. Several rounds of edits are usually 
included in the estimate; after that, there usually is an additional fee 
to make more adjustments and revisions. Find out how much time is 
included for edits. 

If you change the dimensions of the book, change the title or subtitle, 
or request a new direction for the cover design after a direction has 
been selected and multiple revisions have been made, a new price will 
likely need to be negotiated. The reason is because the designer may 
have to start the project over from scratch. But your designer should 
welcome and encourage your suggestions and feedback after receiving 
each round of proofs.

My own book won a 2006 “APEX 
Award for Publication Excellence,” the 
2007 “Best of Show,” “EVVY,” and 
1st place in the “How To” category at 
the Colorado Independent Publishers 
Association (CIPA). It also won a 1st 
place CIPA technical award for book 
design and 2nd place for cover design.

I designed the cover of this book 
which became a best seller.
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The Book Interior Design Process
Ask your designer if their books are custom designed and have unique 
formats, or if your book will be created from templates. This will 
make a difference in price. If the designer will be creating a custom 
format he/she will take several sample pages from one of your chap-
ters and try several different treatments for each one. These treatments 
will show you the sample pages with different fonts, type size, design, 
alignments, margins, etc.  

The designer will present these sample interior format pages to you 
and your editor in a PDF file and ask for your feedback. Then he/she 
will modify the format to your approval. Once you give your designer 
your approval, then he/she will do one sample chapter layout with 
this format. Then after you approve that chapter, the designer will lay 
out the rest of the book. 

If you decide to make changes to the format after the book has been 
laid out, it may take considerable time to correct all other similar 
pages with the same format treatments. In a situation like this, you 
most likely will be billed by the hour to make the changes.

Client Edits and Proofreading
You should be completely satisfied with the content of your manu-
script before it reaches the design and layout stage. This means your 
manuscript must be professionally edited and proofread first. You’ll 
also need to make all your decisions regarding content and the place-
ment of any inserts (drawings, graphics, worksheets, charts, photos, 
etc.) during the writing and editing process. Only then should the 
manuscript should be turned over to the designer. I strongly urge you 
to avoid making major edits during the design and layout phase. It 
will cost more money, delay the process, and may put you at risk of 
missing your printing deadline. 

In addition to having the book proofread before the manuscript goes 
to the designer, I highly recommend that the interior layout file is 
proofread again before it goes to the printer. You may hire your own 
proofreader or request your designer hire a professional to do this for 
you. But please do not proofread the book yourself. Ultimately, you 
are responsible for any errors in the text, color, formatting, or design. 

There are several ways you can submit your changes and corrections 
to a designer. Your designer will let you know what he/she prefers. I 
recommend you use red ink on printed hard copies or email an errata 
file with your list of edits. Or you can use the electronic “Sticky Notes” 
feature provided in the Adobe Acrobat software. If you have extensive 
changes (such as rewriting a paragraph or chapter), I recommend you 
email a new MS Word document with just the replacement text.

Cover design by Karen Saunders.

Cover design by Karen Saunders.
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Color Accuracy
Colors on computer monitors and personal inkjet printers are NOT 
reliable therefore, the initial low resolution PDF comps should be 
reviewed with this in mind. I strongly recommend that you review a 
color proof provided by the printer before the book is printed. The 
printer’s color proof will show the most accurate representation of 
printed colors. The addition of a film laminate may also cause some 
color shifts.
 
How Can You Save Time and Money?
The number one thing you can do to save time and money is to make 
sure your manuscript is in its final form before it goes to the designer 
for design and layout. This means you have had it edited and proof-
read by professionals. 

As previously mentioned if you have photos or illustrations, you 
should know exactly where they will be placed in the layout. All your 
photos and illustrations should be numbered (with a post-it on the 
back of a print, or an electronic file with the number as the file name) 
and coordinated with typed captions in the proper place in your 
manuscript. Each place in your manuscript where a photo or illus-
tration will appear should have a separate paragraph with the words 
formatted similar to the example below followed by the correspond-
ing caption:

<< “Insert Photo (or illustration) 26 Here >> Caption follows . . . 

You may visit my blog (link provided below) to see my article entitled 
Guidelines for a Properly Formatted Manuscript:
https://www.karensaundersassoc.com/guidelines-for-a-properly-
formatted-manuscript-for-book-designer/

Try to submit all your changes and corrections in batches. Edits are 
more time-consuming to insert one by one, so don’t submit each edit 
in an individual email or phone call. Please remember the time the 
designer spends making changes during phone calls is billable time.

The best way to ensure your publication deadline is met is to complete 
all your tasks on time (see The Publisher’s Responsibility section  
below). Don’t delay in giving your feedback after receiving comps or 
proofs. If a job has a deadline that you think is going to be missed due 
to a delay on your part (i.e. travel, family emergency), please email or 
call your designer as soon as possible.

Kerrie Lian won the 2nd Place Tech-
nical Award for Cover Design for this 
book at the 2009 CIPA EVVY Book 
Awards.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.
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The Publisher’s Responsibilities
To assist you with your responsibilities, I’ve created a checklist with 
approximate time frames of items you’ll need to complete to keep the 
production process rolling on schedule. Some of these items can be 
done at the same time. Immediately after this list is detailed informa-
tion on how to complete each of these tasks. If you need help with 
any of these items, just let your designer know and he/she will give 
you a cost breakdown on doing the task for you.

Publisher’s Checklist Estimated Time Frame

 Apply for your list of 10 ISBN numbers 1–2 days
 Apply for your LCCN number 1–2 weeks
 Select your BISAC (category for your book) 1–2 days
 Compile testimonials from VIPs 3–4 weeks
 Determine the price for your book 1–2 days
 Get bids from several printers 2 weeks
 Set up an account with your printer 1 week
 Purchase your bar code 1 day
 Write and edit the back cover copy  1 week
 Determine your publishing company name 1 week
 Compile content for your copyright page  1 week
 Set up your Amazon account 1–4 weeks
 Build Your Book’s Website 2–6 weeks
 Start Social Media Marketing 1 day

After Your Book is Printed:
 Copyright your Book 6 months
 Select a Distributor 1 week
 Convert your Book into eBook formats 2–4 weeks
 Set up your Kindle, ibookstore, Nook accounts 1–3 weeks

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.
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Apply for Your ISBN Number
Some of these tasks must be done in a specific order. The first item 
on the list is to get your ISBN number (International Standard Book 
Number). This number is part of a book identification system (sort of 
like the social security number is for people). Merchants, wholesalers, 
distributors, libraries, and search engines use this number to locate 
you, (the publisher) and your book. 

The ISBN number consists of 13 digits, and you may apply for a 
single number or set of 10 through www.Bowker.com. Each edition 
and format (i.e. hard cover, soft cover, e-book, audiobook) of your 
book must have a different number, so if you think you’ll be publish-
ing more books or products, it is wise to buy a set of 10. Packages 
start at $125. When ordering your ISBN online, once you submit 
your payment, the number(s) are immediately available to you. 

If you need help with applying for your ISBN number your designer 
can do this for you for a fee.

Apply for Your LCCN Number
Next up is the LCCN number (Library of Congress Control Number 
aka Library of Congress Card Number). This is a number assigned 
to the Library Of Congress bibliographic record of your book. The 
LCCN number differs from the ISBN number in that an ISBN is 
assigned to each edition or format of your book while the Library of 
Congress number is assigned to the work itself. 

This is a two-step process and can take anywhere from one to two 
weeks to complete. To start the LCCN application process, go to 
http://www.loc.gov/publish/pcn/. The Preassigned Control Number 
program assigns the LCCN number. This is a free service. Audio 
books and e-Books are not eligible for LCCN assignment. The LCCN 
does not copyright your book. 

If you need help with applying for your LCCN number your designer 
can do this for you for a fee.

Select Your BISAC
Every book should have a category listed on the upper left corner of 
the back cover. The Book Industry Study Group (BISG) develops  
and maintains a list of categories and subcategories recognized by 
most book retailers. To find just the right one for your book, go to 
http://bisg.org/page/bisaceditionCover design by Kerrie Lian.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.
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Compile Testimonials from VIPs 
As soon as your manuscript is edited, I recommend that you send 
your manuscript to VIPs in your industry to obtain endorsements and 
testimonials. You may send a B&W galley proof before the cover  
design is done. Some busy VIPs may request that you write the  
endorsement and they will review and approve it. This can take quite 
a bit of time, so allow at least 3 to 4 weeks for this process.

Determine the Price for Your Book
Visit your local bookstore and browse books in your genre. Examine 
books of similar dimensions, page count, and quality as yours and 
survey their selling price. You want your price to be right in line, not 
too high or too low. Other factors that go into the price of your book 
is the cost for book production, printing and the discount rate you set 
with your reseller or distributor, which can range from 20% to 60%. 
This is their commission (calculated from the sales price of your book).

Get Bids from Several Printers
Send print bid requests to at least five printers. Visit with at least 
one printer to see paper stock samples and printed books. Make sure 
the specifications are exactly the same so you’re comparing apples to 
apples. It may be challenging to understand the technical specs, so if 
you need help with this process, please let your designer know.

Set Up an Account with Your Printer
Once you have selected your printer, fill out all necessary paperwork 
and online forms. Your printer may email or postal mail credit applica-
tions, digital rights agreements, terms, distribution agreements, and 
foreign contracts. In some cases, if certain forms are not completed, 
your designer may not be able to upload the files. This may cause delays 
in your book production. Be sure to “white list” your printer’s email  
address so important emails are not routed into your spam folder. 

Purchase Your Bar Code
The next item on your list is the bar code. This is the little black and 
white box with vertical lines that is printed on the back cover of your 
book. If you plan to sell your book in bookstores or online, you’ll 
need the barcode so merchants can scan the book for pricing and 
other information. The ISBN number is imprinted in the graphic, 
and the price can be embedded or printed above it. Your designer can 
order a truncated version (which has a shorter height and width) for 
you for $20. Within a few hours, the bar code file will be emailed to 
your designer and he/she will insert it into the back cover layout.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.
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Cover design by Kerrie Lian.

Cover design by Kerrie Lian.

Write and Edit Your Back Cover Copy
The copy on your back cover is very important for obtaining book 
sales. This sales copy needs to be targeted to your prospective buyer 
and include the following items (for a nonfiction book). Children’s 
and fiction books just need a description.

• A headline that tells who should buy the book
• Sales copy explaining what the book is about
• Bulleted items listing the benefits
• Testimonials and endorsements (up to three)
• Sales closer in bold print

Determine Your Publishing Company Name
A self-published book will look more credible if you have a publishing 
company name and/or logo. This can be as simple as using your last 
name and adding the word “Publishing” after it. You should register 
your company name at the Secretary of State office. 

Compile the Content for Your Copyright Page
Your copyright page should have a simple notation to the copyright 
date and your name. It can be done with the copyright symbol © or 
the word “copyright.” It is printed like this:

Copyright 2014, author’s name or publishing company

You should also include a statement regarding copyright infringe-
ment. Here is a typical statement:

All rights reserved. No part of this document  
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or  

by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise, without prior written  

permission of the publisher.

Other essential items on the copyright page are the book’s ISBN, 
LCCN and edition number, the country in which your book was 
printed, your website, publishing company name and contact infor-
mation. You may also add credits to the cover designer, interior page 
layout designer, cover photographer and editor.

Contact your editor to help you pull together a complete copyright 
page for a polished, professional book. Additionally, I have detailed 
instructions on my blog for the copyright page and front matter in 
my article entitled Guidelines for a Properly Formatted Manuscript
https://www.karensaundersassoc.com/blog/how-to-prepare-manu-
script-for-book-designer

http://www.KarenSaundersAssoc.com
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Set Up Your Amazon Account
If you print your book conventionally, not POD (print on demand), 
you should open an Amazon Advantage account. This program costs 
$29.95 per year, and Amazon’s commission is 55% of your retail price. 
You will need to ship copies of your book to Amazon at your cost. 

If you are publishing your book through a POD printer such as 
Ingram Spark, they will set up a basic Amazon book page for you. 
Then you won’t use an Amazon Advantage account. If you use Ingram 
Spark POD, when an Amazon.com customer orders the book, they 
will send the customer’s order to Ingram Spark, who will print and 
drop ship the book directly to the customer. Once your book sales 
page is up on Amazon’s site you can enhance it by adding editorial 
and customer reviews, an author biography, books on related topics, 
and other items.  

Copyright Your Book
Your copyright is secured automatically when your manuscript is  
created, and your work is created when it is on paper — as a printed 
book or not. In general, copyright registration is a legal formality 
intended to make a public record of the basic facts of a particular 
copyright. But registration is not a condition of copyright protection. 
You may register your work with the US Copyright Office online at 
http://www.copyright.gov/ for $35. You will need to send a printed 
copy of your book to the US Copyright Office.

Build Your Book’s Website
I recommend that you create a website with the URL as the title of 
your book. Find a reputable website designer to build at minimum a 
4-page book website, with pages for: Home, About the Author, Buy 
the Book and your Blog. Add a shopping cart with a book order form, 
auto-responder and opt-in form (to build your list). Be sure to blog  
regularly and use other social media such as Facebook, Twitter and 
LinkedIn to discuss and share specific areas and topics relative to  
your book.

Website development time and costs vary widely, depending on the 
number of pages, the ease of leveraging your book’s cover design, 
Flash development, shopping cart, blog, advanced programming, 
stock photography, enhancing existing photos, and more. Discuss  
your specific needs with your website designer and ask for a custom-
ized proposal.

Cover design and illustration by  
Marty Petersen.

Cover design and illustration by  
Marty Petersen.
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Select a Distributor
If you print your book conventionally (not POD), and want to get 
your book into bookstores, you’ll need to contract with a distributor. 
Most distributors will list your book with one of the two big whole-
salers: Ingram or Baker & Taylor. Many bookstores will not order a 
book unless it is listed with a distributor.

Select a distributor who works in your genre. For example, if you 
have a travel book, find a company specializing in travel books.  
Distributors may set their trade discount rate anywhere from 45%–
60% for Amazon sales and 40–55% for brick-and-mortar bookstore 
sales. If you plan to only sell books in the back of the room after 
speeches, then you should skip distributors.

More detailed information on printers, distributors and discount rates 
can be found on my blog in the article entitled: Printing Options for 
Your Self-Published Book:
https://www.karensaundersassoc.com/blog/printing-options-self-
published-book

Convert Your Book into eBook Formats
Once your book is published in the printed format, you should 
consider leveraging your work by publishing it in a variety of eBook 
formats. You can earn up to 70% of the purchase price on sales of 
your eBook on retail websites, plus you don’t have any out-of-pocket 
printing and delivery costs. You should get a separate ISBN number 
for the eBook version of your book. 

Your designer or an eBook conversion expert can convert your page 
layout files into the following formats for these major retailers. There 
are also many more smaller eBook retailers on the Internet too.

Format Retailer Device

Mobi Amazon.com Kindle
ePub Apple iBookstore iPad
ePub Barnes & Noble Sony Nook
PDF Google Books 

You can create a publisher’s account with all the above-mentioned 
retailers and deal directly with them, or you can work through an  
aggregator who will act as a middleman. Keep in mind that most  
aggregators will take a percentage of your book sales. More informa-
tion on ebook conversion can be found on my blog in the article 
entitled My Journey Converting my Printed Book into an eBook: 
Lessons Learned:
https://www.karensaundersassoc.com/convert-a-printed-book-into-
an-ebook/

Cover design by Karen Saunders.
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